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Wednesday, October 12, 1966

NEW MEXICO LOBO

],>age 8

Quit Patting Their Backs

Soccer Club Wins
Against Santa Fe

SPORTS PAGE

'

There is a good deal of discussion going on these days concerning the treatment of varsity football players who are
ejected from games for displaying unsportsmanlike conduct.
The attitude among the many ·boosters who have been
The UNM soccer club had an
outstanding
weekend as they took
interviewed by the LOBO is that something must be done.
the
College
Santa Fe in
on
The men who have been spoken to agree 100 per cent that two matches andofwon
big victowhen a player is ejected from a game that some form of ries in both.
discipline must then follow.
An "A" team and a "B" team
IF THE INCIDENT IS PASSED OVER the practice of scored victories in high fashion
getting kicked out of games will continue. It should be men- Saturday as they outscored the
32-2 in combined scores.
tioned that all of the boosters interviewed were themselves opposition
The "B" team started the afterformer football players.
noon with a 15-0 rout of the
It has been said by the head coach at the University that Santa Feans. The team was
by a ten-goal performthe players should show more self-control. It has also been sparked
ance by Bob Fox of Albuquerque.
suggested in past years that in order to keep morale high
The "A" team upped its se·aand players' confidence at a peak the practice of punishment son record to 2-0 and raised its
is sometimes overlool<ed.
overall record since soccer was
The LOBO views the situation thusly: The term unsports- introduced to UNM to 10-1-1.
The score of the game was 17-2
manlike conduct is a rather mHd way of stating that a player and the scoring was evenly diwas ejected from a game for a flagrant violation of the rules vided among four players. Scoring
four goals for the A team was
of the game.
Victor Adequnleye, while Jamal
UNDER USUAl~ CIRCUMSTANCES the reason for call- Pritchard,
Ceaser Trapani, and
ing the penalty is that a player has endangered an opposing Ali Selehvarzi scored three goals
player with malicous play, fightinb, or abusive language each.
toward an official.
The fiteen-yard penalty for rough play, while not condoned by the LOBO, is accepted as part of a rough, hardhitting gamP. The ejection of a player for any reason can be
neither condoned nor accepted.
If a player resorts to methods of play which could injure
(Continued from page 1)
an opponent, or fights on the field, or uses language in a foul
Friday, Oct. 21, 1 :30 p.m.,
way toward an official, then he deserves to be removed; but
4 p.m.
more important, he is spending time ton the field doing someSaturday, Oct. 22, 8 a.m.,
thing other than playing football.
10:30 a.m., 1:30 p.m.
IN THE LAST TWO GAMES, the University has lost
In order to take the test stuthree players via unsportsmanlike conduct. All of the players
are outstanding competitors, but when they are sitting on dents must register at the Testthe bench they are of no value whatsoever. The outcome of ing Center between Oct. 13 and
an entire game could well be decided by the absence of one Oct. 18. The Center is open between 8 and 12 and 1 and 5.
player.
At the time of ·registration, each
If a player is kicked out of a game and no action is taken student will receive a ticket of
by the coaching staff then more th~.n likely players will con- admission indicating where he
tinue to be ejected. Soprtsmanship may be considered oldmust report to take the test. A
fashioned, but it still should be prar!ticed at all times and bulletin describing the nature of
should be drummed into the players by the coaches. There is the test will also be provided.
no excuse for a player's being ejected from a game.
Students must register in per.
son.
Telephone registrations will
- Jetf Dennard

Editor JEFF DENNARD
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Makers of Hand Mode,
Indian Jewelry
OLDTOWN

Kahn Will Attend
Dedication of Lab
Dr. Milton Kahn, UNM professor of chemistry, has accepted
an invitation to attend the Oct.
14 dedication of Brookhaven National Laboratory's new chemistry
building and attend activities.
The AEC and the Associated
Universities, Inc., are co-sponsoring the dedication of the internaionally-known laboratory in
Long Island, N.Y.

Listen to KUNM

(Continued from page 1)
library was talten on a 'l'uesday
or a Thursday. He suggested that
a more "dramatic'' picture might
be taken on a Sunday.
Also denying that the Union
was a ·profit-making institution,
Smith said that this denial could ·
be verified by checking the audits.
Smith summed up by questioning whether the rest of the article was as wide of the mark as
the othel' two areas.

By JIM JANSSON
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U. Low Students

.Plan to Offer Aid

What's Showing?

1I

HoustonU.Moves

Into Tucker Lead

Engine
2. Oil Tight, Clean
Running
3. Quiet
4. Light and Handy

SIMONSON CYCLE CO.
Albuquerque, New Mexico

Ph. 268-4508
Brilliant Young Star
Makes Screen Debut
A new comedy from England,
starring two of the London stage's
brightest young luminaries, Vanessa Redgrave and David Warner,

In its concurrent World Pre-.
miere at New York's Sutton Theatre, "Morgan!" was hailed by
Manhattan newspaper and national
magazine film critics as hilariously
off-beat, sometimes satiric, often
poignant. The film, whose director,
Karel Reisz of "Saturday Night
and Sunday Morning" fame, won
high praise for his imaginative
treatment, revolves around a young
London painter who escapes the
pressures of daily living by escaping into a wild, free world of fantasy.
The screenplay was written by
David Mercer,_ based on his teleplay, 11 A Suitable Case for Treatment"•

'·

Get
closer
with a
HONDA
Closer to class. Closer to the fraternity house.
And a lot closer to the opposite sex. Honda
of~ers you all thes~ advantages plus economy:
pnce, upkeep and msurance are all irresistably
low. Why not join the crowd?
Free Brochure: Write American Honda Motor Co., Inc.
Department C·4, Box 50, Gardena, California @ 1966 AHM

C•
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The favored University of
Houston Coup;ars took the fil'~t
round lead in the twelfth annual
Tucker Invitational golf tournamt>nt as they fired a two- underpar 286 to gain a three-stroke
lead over Brigham Young University.
With the ninteen-team field the
course was so crowded that
twel'V!\ players were still out when
darkness set in. 'rhose players will
have to complete their rounds today following the second round.
B~hind BYU in the team scores
were UNM's number one team at
29a, Ari1.0na State at 294, and
UNM number two at 2!l8.
In the individual competition
Doug Olson of Houston is lending
the Jicld with u five-under G7. He
is followed by nud Allen of BYU
who shot a 69. Last week in the
Beehive Invitational nt Logan,
Utah, Allen won the tournament
by shooting twenty undel'. T.he
best performance by a Lobo was a
72 shot by Jerry Mindel! of the
numbcl' two team.
In the freshman competition
the lead was talten hy Houston
with the Wolfpups in second. In
the individual frosh scoring the
lead was taken by Chuck Milne of
UNM 11s he shot a 72.

Political Discussion
Mrs. Paul Schmidt will discuss political. activism on Sunday Oct, 14, at '1:30 p.m. at the
Luther . House, 1805 Las Lomas
N.E. Refreshments will be avail·

able.

·•
•

KLNB
Joseph refm;ed to identify the
Albuquerque station that complained, He said its call letters
differed from KUNM's by only
one letter.
"I've been trying to reason with
them privately," said Joseph, "but
so far it hasn't worked."
Station Hurts Self
Joseph said he thought the
commercial station was only hurting itself. He said the station
was trying to appeal to the student market and he was sut·e that
the students would resent them
interfering with their own station.
"I'm convinced that we will win
our case after the F.C.C. hears
our side of the argument," Joseph
~,;aid, He pointed out that many
areas have several stations with
nearly the same call letters and
he cited Chicago as an example
with four.
Ueady To Mail Guides
He said he felt especially terrible about the whole affair beeause KUNM has prepared to mail
out over twenty thousand prog-ram guides containing the
KUNM call letters. He said they
would try to inform the public
about the change when they went
on the air Monday.
"We will continue to use the
call letters KUNM when we answer our phone, -etc.,'' said Joseph,
"but we will lmve to use the letters KLNn on the air." He added that instead of the call letters, the announcers would emphasize the dial 90.1.
Joseph did Ill) know when the
case would come before the F.C.C.
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.1cu•"-'J"' l'ILGnll\1 IS EXPOUNDING her views on brotherly love. She has walked all over the USA
on a pilgrimage of 25,000 miles, and will continue until she feels the world has found peaceful existence. She will be in Albuquerque until Monday. (LOBO staiT photo by Pawley)

~--~--~------------------

Popejoy Expresses Opinion
O·n College Deferment: Issue
ByBILLHUJ\lE
Selective Service and college deferments was the immediate concern of UNM President Tom
Popejoy long before the American
Association of University Professors UNM chapter considered
their two resolutions on the subject, the LOBO learped recently.

Popejoy went on record on the of the letter when he was asked
issue on May 18, in a letter he recently for his views on the
wrote to Lewis B. Hershey, direc- AAUP draft resolutions. He contor of the Selective Service Sys- sented to the LOBO's obtaining a
copy of the letter from Selinger,
tem, in Washington.
saying that it pretty much exReleased to LOBO
pressed his views on the whole
The letter was released to the subject.
LOBO through Dr. Carl SelingThe letter begins by stressing
er's office. Popejoy told the LOBO that UNM intends to "follow £ul·
Iy the guidelines published recently by the Selective Service
System for the deferment of college students.''
Popejoy then goes on to !!ive
the credit load, class rank, and
progress toward a degree criterion used by Selective Service in
considering deferments.
"The guidelines when talten together and applied to student:; in
Overall those who spoke agreed a given college or university reflect no recognition of some of th(•
in part that the University important differences in indivitiu~hould not talte part in any help al students,' Popejoy maintainl'·
to the draft system. They also
Factors Cited
voded the opinion that any sysHe then cites many factm·s
tem that uses grades was unfair which the present deferment po·
not only to college stduents, but licy overlooks. These include vat·ythose not in college.
ing degrees of college prepa.I·aIn a discussion after the soul tion, the need of many students to
session, Nicholson said that it was work part or full time to support ,,
unfortunate that members of the their higher education, and the
fact that many students need
faculty did not attend. He also time to adjust to the academic at·
said that at the session those mosphere of an institution of l1i;:h·
views did not reflect the opinions er learning.
Popejoy notes that no two (;<.iof all the students, just those who leges or universities-or no ·,"':H
were bold enough to stand out student body typeS'--are the sar· ,.,
and speak their opinions.
(Continued on page 7)

Faculty Draft Resolutions

Are Topic of SDS Session
Hy UOH S'I'OitRY

1. A Modern 4-Cycle

is now showing at the
Arts Cinema.

~

I

SKI Uoots~!or sale, S.M. Italian booLq
size 6. Barely ltsed~r:ood t>rice. Call 2436113, ask for Ann McMullen. 10/12, 13,
1·1. 17.
.._ - ~--- .

Lobo
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UNM students who are planning
to submit suits to the Student
Court will have the opportunity
to have professional representation and planning in their case.
Student Senator Bob :McGeorge
told the LOBO yesterday that he
had information that a group of
law students from the UNlVI law
school are planning to offer their
legal services to students who
submit suits to the Student Court.
McGeorge said that plans were
for the law students to help students prepare and present their
cases befote the court. Spokesmen
for the Student Bar Association
were unavailable for comment.

writer Service, 2217 Con] SE, phone 243 ..
0588.

315 San Pedro, N.E.

The birth of KUNM on the FM
airways this Monday will be somewhat maned because the student
, station has been ordered by the
Federal Communications Commission to change its call letters
temporarily to KLNB.
Station Manager Harry J oscph
reported to the LOBO yesterday
that the change was ordered because an Albuquerque commercial
FM station had registered a complaint with the F.C.C. that the
proposed call letters were "too
similar" to thcit· own.
Temporary Letters
While the complaint is pending, KUNM will have to broadcast under the temporary call letters KLNB, Joseph stated.

Student Court Help

SERVICES
TYPEWRITER sales & repair. Special
ratES to UNM students on all machines.
Free pickup & delivery. E & E Type-

.
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Statib?-n KU NM
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The Boiling Urge will play at
the Wednesday night dance to be
held in the Union Ballroom from
8 to 10 p.m. toniight. Admission
is 25 cents with a UNM ID card.

EXICOLOBO

Thursday, October 13, 1966

·Vol. 70

V• 7o

not be accepted.

~--: .. ·.~
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OUR SIXTY-SEVENTH YEAR OF EDITORIAL FREEDOM

Proficiency Exam
Required for Grads

Wednesday Dance

. -----

------~------111!1111---·-··j_------~~""'·--.:;"'::I;-:7~CK;:'.~"-JtJJ??:¢;;:-"---------------------•--------------~~·-~~··-~

'!'he compl(•tl~ disasscl('iation of

the University from the Selective Service System and faculty
a]lproval of a lottery form of the
draft were the topics of a soul
;;essions hdd yesterday in the
Union.
The two proposals wm·e contained in nsolutions put before
the UNM chapter of the American Association of University
l'l'ofessors. The faculty group
voted to hold decision on the resolutions until opinions from the
students could be hearrl.
Student StJeak Out
In the soul session sponsored
hy the UNM students for a Democratic Society, students were
given a chance to express their
IJ;pinion. Phil Nicholson, mmnI.Jer of SDS said that the groU)l
wanted to provide this oppor-

lnternational Dinner
Planned in Ballroom
Dances, songs, exotic :food, and
native costumes from five con·
tinents will highlight the first International Dinner to be held
Sunday, Oct. 16, at 7 PM, in the
University of Ne\V Mexico Student Union ballroom.
European, Asian, African, Arabic, and Latin dishes will be
served in a theater-restaurant n:rt•angemel'lt, John Balms, International Club president said.
Tickets will be on sale in the
Student Union until 2 PM, Oct.
l!i. Admission is $1 for students
and $1.50 :f'or general admission.
No tickets will be sold after the
closing date, nakas warned,

tunity for the students t{) be
};card.
The n~solutions before the
AA'Gl' would ask the University
to disengage itself from any part
of helping the Selective System.
This would mean refusing to release students grades to the local
draft boards.
The second proposal would ask
tim faculty to approve a lottery
form of the draft in a public expression of opinion.
One of the general statements
going around the discussion was
•that the function of the Univer•,;ity was to provide a place for
the open exchange of ideas and
not to serve. as u watchdog ove1•
===~="=~~~~~·-~~--~····~--~.--~
th1• students.
Don't Fear Grades
"We should not have to live
in fear of grades," one student
said, "we are he1·e to learn and
we should be allowed to do so
freely." By taking part in the
furnishing of the student's grades
•to draft boards, many students
~clt that the University was destroying academic freedom.
"The idea of using grades for
'determination of draft status is
•totally unfah•.'' ·a student said.
·"It is unfah• both to college stu'<lents and those who are not in
college.'' The idea that the stu'dents should be considered equal'ly and not according to their
·grades was brought out.
One of the most disturbing
questions was raised by a stu•
dent who asl<ed if the intellectuals were being bought off by
giving them deferments for going to college. His contention was
YOUNG AMERICANS FOR FUEEDOM member, Josephine
that people wh() raise questions
Itamsden
and an unidentified political leftist are shown in a debate
with the system as it exists are
over
VietNam
in yesterday's dentonstratiort in front of the Union.
pacified by giving them dcfcr(LOBO
stall
photo
by t•awley)
'tents.
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Present Administration Building

Proposed Student Health Center
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Proposed Business AdministrcJtion
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Dennison Vetoes Bill
l-lalting Extra Money
Student Senate, in a special
session yesterday, voted to kill an

-;·
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Present College of Education
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ANN BAILE;:' ; · · " ·
'up
·· ·
· Opinions on.' the ch;mging style · '"We h~ve dressed up. a lot of
'Of . UNM architecture seems to our . arc~Itecture. over ~he ye~rs
. lie well divided ~JP.·ong ttie •Uni· . '?Y makmg more attracti.v~ build,~
versity community. Several· ad- m~s . :than we had. or.lgmally,
mi. ni'strators apneared "nanimous said J, C. MacGregor., .director of
. .
. t rar. H e ex.in their approval,.
.. while.,. students.· ·ad~ISSlons
an d re~ls
seemed less sure.
pressed st~ong. feelmgs that UNM
Expressing approval of the re- · ~~~u~~d:t~~~~I~et~~d ~~~bl~e~;h~t
·
·d b 'ld'
(E ·
. cently accepte
UI mg
ng1. the ·changes effected by the Coln.eering an~ Bu:;~iness Administ;a· lege of Education violated that
t1~n), President Tom L. Pope~oy style. .
sa1d he felt the c~anges occurrmg
Dean of Stud.ents Harold Lav~nwere a progressive development der was also m agreement With
' th e d'1rect'1on of Im·
th e changes b emg
·
an d were m
ma de. "Wh a t
provement. "I enjoy all the archi- we've done has been remarkably
t t
· t en t ' " h e s ai'd ·. "The
. ec u~a I f ea t.ures of a 11 our bUI'ld- consis
. pueblo
I'n
mgs, he sa1d,
theme has been mamtamed
a
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An attempt to hold the same feeling while using different
materials is the way the University's architect Van Dorn
Hooker views the changes occurring in UNM's architecture.
"We are still trying to achieve the same feeling," said
Hooker. "We're not building buildings that are unharmonious, but rather, ones that will be progressive," he explained.
The most radical departure to date in UNM architecture
can be seen in the plans drawn _up for the new Engineering
complex and the Business Administration center. The buildings were approved at last month's Regents meeting and are
expected to cost a total of $3.6 million.
The primary reason for the changeover, as advanced by
Hooker, is to economize, to reduce maintenance, and to make
the buildings more functional by using new materials and
design concepts.
The big departure from the pueblo-style architecture came
a few years ago with the construction of the Education Complex. Both the engineering and business administration
buildings will be extensions of this style said Hooker.
Pointing to changing building codes Hooker said that
wooden beams could no longer be used in construction, so
steel was being used. He also said that there are construction
problems whenever a mud plaster effect is attempted by
using stucco. Color is hard to obtain and stucco tends to
crack Hooker said.
New buildings will use precast concrete panels to eliminate
the cracking problem. Overhangs and balconies will serve to
protect glass from the sun and, Hooker said, to make the
buildings more liveable.
The new techniques will reduce the thickness of the exterior walls and therefore will reduce expenses Hooker feels.
He noted that there is some argument as to whether the
original pueblo style was built with sloping walls or whether
the slope was due to rain washing the mud plaster down the
side of the structure causing a build-up at the bottom. If this
is the case, then UNM architecture has been purposely (and
at added expense) copying historical defects.
Referring to the interior of proposed new buildings Hooker
indicated that lighting systems will be greatly improved.
Lighting in the new addition to Zimmerman library, fol' instance, operates on 3000 cycles whereas most of the rest of
UNM's building lighting operates on 60 cycles.
The 3000 cycle system is expected to reduce the amount
of. flickering, therefore making the buildings much more
comfortable.
UNM's pueblo-style architecture dates back to a decision
by University Regents in1907 to get away from the Victorian style then in use. University President William G. Tight,
:;ecldng to develop a distinct character fm• UNM, suggested
the changeovew. Despite "ridicule, sarcaAm, and bitter criticbm" 'l'ight managml to pffect tlw Jltwblo chaugo.
In 1fJ1 0 Uw first pueblo style building 'vas eoustructcd. It
was a lwating· }Jlant, whieh ::;ubscquently wm; turned into the
tJniver;;ity drama department. Shortly nficr that Hodgin
Hall was n~rnodelcd on the same style.

· con~xt ~f ch~ng~)i ~~~~n:e~ ~:~t··• ~~a~o~:isstln:t~:~:~o~.'~focaT jloln£

gested, comm~n:I~fd· a-~ ~iol~t~d
· ·Cl~ange aqd Retention· ·
feel the new 11 w Ings
.
Ad . . t t' . V'ce-President
the .theme at a '
. Shen~~~~sS~~t~eexpr~ssed strong
Not Adaptable
. favor for the changes. "What we
"The pueblo style isn't adantt h · h t UNM 1·s the
>;
. mus
er•s . a
.
able. to huge buildings.' an~ 'Ye're
strong c architectural
statement
growing out of it," said Wm~fred that the campus makes," he said.
Rei~er, editor of t~ke. Alumnbuls. "I believe the retention of. this
Whlle persona11Y · 1 mg pue 0
t ong character can be achieved
architecture she also feels that s ;h t . 't t'
· f classical
"change is inevitable," and indi- ;~eb~~
\:~e:t on to say.
cated that as long as no one
Smith stressed that UNM had
started erecting red brick ~on- some wonderful examples of
structions she had no complamts
bl t I b t poi'nted to "func·
pue 0 s Y de, uf the University"
·
with the ' direction UNM arch!·
t'
10h~ah1 .~ee t~ 0 to change, It is
tecture is taking
con mue
·
Disappointment· was expressed W
myIC feeling
that the University
by Director of the News Bureau has a responsibility to experiment
Margerie Solenberger, who felt with new patterns of architecture
that thenew buildings were a clear which are truly regional in the
deviation from "the architecture sense that they take into account
the southwestern environment,"
Smith said. "I believe this can be
done without violence to what we
have," he said.
Students were not as unaniDr. Hoyt Trowbridge, Dean of
the College of Arts and Sciences, mous as were administrators. "I
will be attending two meetings of feel they're going to have to
the 49th session of the American change in some ways, " sai'd one.
Council on Education. The meet- "You can't build high-rise build·
ings will be held in New Orleans ing·s with what we have now," the
on Oct. 12-14.
student added, but he took exThe meetings will be held to ception to the "ha1·shness" of the
discuss the possibilities of im- Business Administration building.
·
Referring to the Engineermg
proving college teaching, espeand
Business
Administration
cially on the freshman level. Allan Cartter, whose authorative buildings, another student exreport on "Quality in Graduate pressed a liking for them. "Now
Education" won national acclaim, if they're trying to keep all the
will be one of the speakers.

1

st;::;-:,

Dean Will Attend
Education Council

and did not need the extra money,
Roehl said that he had been able
to book the entertainment without
amendment that would have · the extra money and that tickets
overridden the presidential veto for the activities would cost only
of Senate Bill 84.
$5 dollars for a package deal for
Dennison vetoed the bill which the weekend.
In other action the Senate
would have given Homecoming voted to investigate the purchase
Committee an extra $4,000 to of shirts for the Student Govobtain entertainment fo1· the ernment football team. Plans
homecoming program. Dennison were made to use shirts with the
said he vetoed the bill because he Student Government emblem on
could not ag1·ee with the idea of them.
subsidizing homecoming with One of the senators remarked
Home Economics
more money than the student that it would be easier on the
There will be a chapter meeting
budget allocated.
players if they all wore the same of the AHEA in honor of Dr .
Dennison said that he could color, so they could tell who was Sme11 on Friday Oct. 14, at 3:30
agree with the principle of re- on the team.
p.m. It will be in the Elizabeth
Preparations were being made P. Simuon room of the Home
ducing the cost of tickets, which
$2,000 of the Senate approved for the much heralded LOBO
Economics Department, and all
money was earmarked to do, but Staff-Student Government foot- home economics students are
that he thought that it was im- baU game.
urged to attend.
possible to guarantee this end.
Senate also voted to hold a
Senate voted not to reconsider super-secret football practice
the bill after Jerry Roehl Home- next Sunday at 2 p.m. at Zimcoming Chairman, said that he
had already booked entertainn~te:::,n:,::t~..::n:::le::r.:.:m::a:::n:...:F:_I:.:'e:::ld=·------·-----
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t?e·

:cated -that she t?ought
style · ·
should change W)th. the times.
" . ; "Doe~n't ~It In" . .
. Th,e ' En~mee:mg ~mldi_ng
doesn t fit m w1th Umversity
.
bu t I.
't' s b eaut'f u1•"
ar~hitecture,
1
said one student.
.(1--d ~~u~en~:rd~n~~ep::~~u~~~;;
sm
a s
·
care for the pueblo style, but felt
the new buildings seemed to fit
in. ·
Associated Student President Dan
Dennison said he was very impresse d w1'th th e new b m'ld'mgs.
"They look crisp and clean ~nd
· t '" h e commen ted ' adding
effi cien
that they should improve the
looks of the campus.
Lack of Warmth
But another student was not so
approving. "They look too much
like the cement and glass of our
modern era and haven't the
warmth of our southwestern
style," he said.
One said simply, "I like it,"
and suggested that the Administration building be burned down.
Still another student saw a
need for some change.· "They're
forever running around patching
even new work on the pueblo
style," he said.
"I don't care for the new buildings" said one student; "they
look' cold-bare, contrasting with
the rest of the campu_s_._ __

:

'~

L•tsten ·to KUNM

'
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$6.00. Plenty more where
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FaraPress®
These slacks couldn't be more Mod if they
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pressed to "Never Need Ironing."
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HELPFUL COUNSEL
THE STUDENT WITH A GRIPE and a legal cause will
now have a chance to adequately defend himself before the
student judiciary.
This action has been made possible by an announcement
from law student Bob l\TcGeorge who told the LOBO yesterday that' a group of students from the law school will offer
legal aid, advice, and counsel to the student who is bringing
his case to student court for a final and fair decision.
Up until the time of this announcement, the freshman
majoring in anthropology who brought a case to student
court questioning the decision of the women's standards
board or the intellectually and scientifically inclined junior
engineering student contesting a recent student body election had to stumble through the presentation of their side
of the case.
NOW THESE ST{JDENTS will be provided with the ciaest thing to professional help that UNM can offer through
the law students willing to help them prepare and present
their cases free of charge.
In the past years students that had a legitimate complaint
that could have been wisely decided by student court, one
which would perhaps set a precedent for other students following them, have often borne the complaint as a grudge because they lacked the courage to present their own ease and
the confidence to do it adequately.
THIS IS AI~L BEGINNING to change with the announced
service forthcoming from the law students. The ramifications
that could emanate from this cannot all be seen or predicted.
Who knows? The judiciary, now a somewhat insignificant
governing organ on campus for the majority of students,
will become an easily available funnel for student complaints
and litigation.
The LOBO backs wholeheartedly this new service offered
by the law students and hopes that it will grow and continue
to exist with the rest of the campus-growing to help the
student, teach the student, and train him.
-Lynne Frindell

STILL NO REFILLS
It's been several weeks since the Senate appointment of
the Union Board chairman, and yet, even though this new
appointee spoke of his plans to do something about the coffee
refill situation, nothing has been done to date. There couldn't
be that much red tape involved in setting new policy to appease ever-aggravating students who must put up with this
small, but important problem. How about some action.
-Thomas Ormsby

•

Conference Slated
For Fine Arts Dean
Attendance at national and
regional conferences in many
parts of the country are listed
during October for the University
of N cw Mel(ico College of Fine
Arts faculty.
Dean Clinton Adams will be in
San Francisco for the Oct. 13-15
Council of Fine Arts Deans.
The National Association of
School of Art, Berkeley, will find
UNM represented by Van Deren

Coke, chairman of the UNM art
department, and Garo Antrcasian. Simultaneously, Robert 1\1.
I<JIIis, assistant dii·ector of the
UNM Art Museum will be in
Portland, Ore,, for the \Vestern
Association of Art Museum session.
Prof. Antreasian will also attend a Detroit, Mich., meeting of
the Mid-Western College Art
groups Oct. 26-29.
Representing the drama department, Edwin Snapp chairman, and
Jane Buckles will be at the SouthWestern Theatre Conference, Dallas, Oct. 27-29.
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Popejoy's Letter
On Draft Is 6iven
In the publicity surrounding
the UNM chapter of American
Association of College Professors'
recent resolution concerning the
present draft deferment system,
UNM President Tom Popejoy has
released the tc~t of a letter he
wrote last May to General Lewis
B. Hershey, Selective·· Service
System Director, on the subject.
The following is the "te~t of
that lette1·, and, according to
Popejoy, expresses his views on
the subject:
May 18,1966
Dear Gcneml Hershey:
The University of New Mexico
plans to follow fully the guidelines published recently by the
Selective Service System for
the deferment of college students. We realize that there are
many inherent difficulties in
prelleribing such guidelines for
a nation as large as ours. It
oecurred to me, however, that
it would be appropriate to spell
out for you some of the crucial
problems which several members of our faculty and administrative staff believe will arise
as a result of the steps which
are required by the Selective
Sc1•vice System at this time.
As you know, these guidelines
consist of three major requirements, namely (1) a minimum
credit hour load per semester,
(2) a minimum rank in class
at the end of each school year,
and (3} normal progress toward
a degree.
I. The guidelines when taken
together and applied to students in a. given college or university reflect no recognition of
some of the important different'es in individual students.
A. :1-fany students must work
part or full time to finance their
education. If success in this educational endeavor is to follow,
one can hardly expect these students to complete their undergraduate education in four
year, carrying fifteen to seventeen credits each term.
H. Many able students from
the standpoint of measurable
academic aptitude and achievement are emotionally and culturally unprepared to step into
a college environment with a
full load of studies and with
unerring c:hoice of degree objecth·e. Though this is a common probli!m among students,
the incidence is much greater
among talented young people
from small communities, from
minority groups, from relatively low level socio-economic
backgrounds, from weaker Jlllblice educational systems, etc.
II. The guidelines when taken
together do not J'efTect a recog~
nition that no two colleges or
universities lire alike.
A. The type of student body
will vary considerably from one
institution to another.
B. The significance of letter
gt·adcs and minimum academic
standards will vary considerably from one institution to
another.

C. Geographic differences obviously weighs heavily.
III. One cannot assume that
each capable student will select a school that tends to
match the abilities and 11eeds
of the student. Nor can one as- .
sumc that were the student to
be fortun11fe enough to match
himself and the school, each
could adjust to the new ex11eri·
ence at the same pace. Nor c:an
one assume that each student
that does choose the correct
school and docs make the necessary adjustment will choose
the correct and desirable final
educational or vocational goal
so that lw can move from first
year status to second to third,
etc., and maintain the requisite
rank in class to meet the guidelines of the Selective Service
System.
A. To assume any or all of the
above is to deny all statistical
evidenee and reality.
B. To ignore this evidence is
to base deferment on combination of desirable socio-economic
barkground and luck.
IV. The concept of a four-year
program is a traditional concept and is based on possibility.
The facts nationally, and particularly at this university, show
that nt•arly one-half of the successful graduates require five
or more years to succeed in obtaining a degree in a pubish<'d
four-year Jlrogram. The evidence indi<"ates that in reality
"normal" is five to six years.
A. Individual considerations,
cou)Jled with in-depth counseling in keeping with accepted
academic, psychological, and
guidance procedures, very often
dictate that a student carry a
lighter load than the required
to finish in four years. This
is )Jarticularly true In the freshman an sophomore years.
H. Well over fifty per cent of
all entering students are either
undecided as to major or switch
fields as they learn more of
themselves and about the various fields of study available to
them. In most such cases this
entails one or more additional
semesters to reach graduation.
C. The culturally handi·
capped must make adjustments,
particularly in language and
other. deficiency areas requir·
ing remedial work of a noncredit variety, which will el(tend the period for eventual
graduation.
One can go on with specific examples and cite statistical evidence indefinitely. However, the
essence of the argument is that
each student is an individual
having particular problems and
needs. Averages are meaning·
less and particularly dangerous
when they are used to formulate regulations that will effect
so greatly the individuals on
whom they impact. What is
normal for one is not normal
for another in the complex
problem of developing one's
potential through an educational experience.
Furthermore, the above argu-

ment is not made on behalf of,
or oblivious to the existence of,
the malingerer, the "professional student," or the student
who does not h<tVe the inate
ability or desire to succeed in
college. Though some of these
exist, it becomes most difficult
to identify them.
To prevent these f!om avoiding
their military obligations by
using quantitative measures
that are not based on reality
and that will ca11ture more ()f
the legitimate students referred
to above than those we seek to
identify is to defeat the end
sought, namely, a steadily increasing supply of educated citizens and particularly from the
so-called disadvantaged groups.
Sevel·al alternatives suggest
tl1emselves. The first if these
would require that the Selective
Service System, upon recognition of the above differences,
delegate to the colleges and
universities the jlower to certify
given students as making "normal progress," based UJJOn the
individual student's performance and within the published
rules and regulations of the institution. Trust impose in the
representative colleges and universities is subject to abuse,
but few if any would take advantage of this possibility. To
adopt an opposite view would
cast doubt on the integrity of
the educational institutions in
which the very education of
tnese youths is entrusted under
the prest•nt deferment regulations. I•'urthermore, flagrant
abuse by any institution should
not be difficult to detect.
This is the only possible way
that individuals may be treated
as such in individual institutions where particular circumstances can be .known and
ewighed. The place of decision,
authority, must be synonymous
with the Jllace where knowledge
resides, and this requires localization of decisional authority
if the many variables mentioned above are to be considered.
The second alternative requires
a recognition that the military
man JlOWCr demands do not permit the luxury of the educational objectives with accompanying deferments unless the
inequities referred to above are
to be perpetrated and perpetuated.
It seems most questionable
whether this nation can either
rationalize these inequities or
compromise the basic principles
of equality in both opportnuity
and risk inherent in our traditions. If this be the case, then
the policy of student deferment
should be abandoned and rl!liante should be placed cl(c lusively upon the lottery, pure
chance. This would be the most
equitable, democratic device,
and it would conform to the
best American tradition.
Sincerely yours,
Tom I.. Popejoy
President

Journalism Is Gr.owing
I

I
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DAVID LESTEH,
the Arizona-UNM
passes from 'fom
(I,OBO staii photo

the winner of the LOBO Football contest on
game last week, is shown here receiving his
Singleton Asst. Manager of Don Pancho's.
by Pawley).

\
Cargo and Lusk to Outline Stands
On Health, Education, and Welfare
'
I

Over 300 persons interested in
social welfare in New Mexico arc
expected to hear gubernatorial
candidate David Cargo (Republican) and Gene Lusk, (Democrat),
outline their stands on health, education and Welfare Oct. 21 at
the Sheraton Western Skies.
The candidates' discussion will
be at 2 p.m. on the second day of
the two-day convention of the
New Mexico Conference of Social
Welfare.
Debate Doubtful
Direct debate between the two
candidates is not expected, followinp; a pattern established in
earlier appearances in which both
candidates have been speaking to
the same group in tandem, rather
than in open debate.
Tom Popejoy, president of
UNM: and Gov. Jack Campbell
will give the welcome address at
the convention's opening session

Oct. 20. Keynote speaker is Dr.
Ross Clinchy, assistant to the
U.S. Commissioners of Welfare.
The controversial "guaranteed
annual income" will be discussed
by a field representative of the
Louisana Department of Public
Welfare, \Valter Bentrup.
Social Issues Covered
New Mexico social issues, including legal servies to the poor,
alcholism, community action program, civil rights, Medicare, mental health, and related topics, will
be covered in workshops.
Panelists during the Convention include Dr. Robert Senescu,
department chairman of psychiatry at the UNM School of Medicine; John Robb, director of the
Albuquerque Legal Aid Society;
Dean Kenneth Kadey of St. John's
Episcopal Cathedral; and Louis
Tellez, president of the American
G. I. Forum.

v. AMAHA
r

By Dan O'Neill

m<~n,

formerly UNM associate director of Information and Publications, joined the instructional
staff this fall as associate pl'Ofessor of journalism.
For this semeste1·, the journalism department has 111 students
who arc undergraduate majors,
59 men and 52 women, and 34
students taking undergraduate
minors.
l\iore Women Interested
More senior women than men
have found journalism attractive,
the 1·atio being 12 senior women
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to five senior men. Among juniors,
however, the males come to the
fore, 26 to 1:3. Sophomores show
men leading 20 to 15, while
women lead among freshmen, 12
to 8.

JOHN RINGLER, (left) winner of the LOBO Football Contest, is
shown here receiving his free passes from Mr. Lowrance, manager
of Don Pancho's Art Theater. Hingleb's guess on the Texas Westcrn-UNM game came closest to the actual score. (LOBO staii
photo by Pawley)

K

Odd
Bodkins

The popularity and rapid
gTowth of journalism classes in
the University of New Mexico
have been underscored by the
tubulation of fall-term class enrollments in the College of Arts
and Sciences.
The tabulation was 1·eportcd by
data processing at the end of
registration.
A total of 267 students is attending journalism classes this
fall, compared to 197 last year.
This ranks as a 35.5 per cent increase, the highest pe1·centage
gain in the entire College,
Sociology Followed
Sociology followed journalism
in percentage increase, with 20.2
per cent. The department of English, largest in the University,
enrolled 6,112 students, but the
increase over last year was moderate on a percentage basis.
For the College as a whole,
Dean Hoyt Trowbridge noted
that "as predicted, the rate of inct·case overall was considerably
below last year's." Dean Trowbridge said it is "now anticipated,
chiefly on the basis of New Mexico high school population statistics, that growth in 1967-68 will
again be in the 6-9 per cent
range.u
New Staff
The journalism department has
three full-time and two Jlart-time
faculty members. Anthony Hiller-
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.
the· old All-Stars· -by Teagarden,
Needless to say,. ''Hello Dolly" won the encore contest with
a total of four plus .one that didn't quite materialize. This is the
CUl'rent Armstrong favorite along
with "Marne," also given a

· ·fabulous after many, ·many }'ears.
· Aside from "Sleepy Time," an
• all-time Armstrong favorite, the
one most recognizable to . Arm· strong fans was "St. James in!lrmary,'' Again, this is a traditional number, made famous with

Ambasaador· Satch thrilled the
crowd; But only after trombonist
Tyree Glenn· took a •bow, clarinetist.Buster Bailey took' a bow.-and
pJiJ.nist M11rty Napoleon ·took a
'bow. Then came · bassist Buddy
Catlett and drummer Danny Bar.
celona,
·
The concert at Johnson Gym-·
nasium, attended by an estiniated crowd of 2500, was treated to
a marvelous performance, From
the moment At·mstrong led off
with "Sleepy Time Down South"
it was obvious that the l.'ntertainment would be well worth
the price many decided was not
worth paying.
This writer has long been well
acquainted with Glenn, Bailey,
and Napoleon. Armstrong and
Buster Bailey played together in
the 1920's on some very fine
Fletcher Henderson and King Oliver records. Some mention of
these has been made in past
columns, but the legend, especially that of the clarinetist, still
goes on.
Bailey Featured
Bailey, basically a blues artist from Memphis, can be heard
to good advantage in the fourvolume Columbia set, "Fletcher
Henderson-A Study in Frustration.'' He plays and not too uncomplementary, with Coleman
Hawkins on some truly amazing
passages, "Stampede" fol' one,
and "Stealin' Apples," for another.
Armstrong may be heard to
good advantage on "Everybody
Loves My Baby,'' complete with
an amusing vocal, and Bailey and
Satchmo both solo on the famous
''Copenhagen.''
Some forty years later, Bailey
has not lost his touch. It is never
fair to evaluate an older musician's up-tempo attempts. W. C.
Handy's a "Memphis Blues" was,
however, Buster's bread-and-butter number, and he surely came
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cial "·Pops'' · · treatment.· . Not·. ·personality SatchmQ · has · so long
enough can be said for any Satch represented survives, there ·will
vocal. Indescribable must suffice. always be a fan and a musician
As· long as the gravel ·mouth to appreciate -it.

Classes got you down , , . feeling tired, bored ... need a lift?
Could you use a good healthy
laugh ... well, come on out and
watch the UNM band practice any
afternoon.
.
The Union Film Classic Series
is scheduling a special documentary produced by Artificial Fiber
Manufacturers of New Mexico.
The film is entitled "Who's Afraid
of Virgin Wool".

Rent Fully Equipped Cars
FREE Pick-U and Delivery
BLVD~
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Business in the Union barber
shop has been lacking lately, ana··
I was asked to make mention of
that facility to help promote their
operation, The barber shop is located in the basement of the
Union, adjacent to the bookstore
. . . hmmmmm, that makes two
clip joints side by side.

This Sunday:
Chicken Dinner
no limit on chicken or tr1mmings

UNM Student Special
All You Can Eat $1.00
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The Master Planner is ·really
pulling his hair out these· :days,<:
wondering what to do with UNM':r'·
biggest white elephant-the. old.
Zimmerman Stadium buildhii. A '
questionaire was recently issued
asking selected persons what the
old building might be used for
between now and the time its to
be torn down. The following suggestions were submitted: an endurance tester for Slinky's; bookstore profit depository; field hospital for Snack Bar patrons;

LOOK
YOUR
BEST!

..J

AMBASSADOR SATCH, Louis Armstrong (top) is shown before
last night's Program Series performance .in which he thrilled an
estimated 2500 people in Johnson Gym. Also shown are Jewel
Brown (above left), Armstrong's greatest female vocalist with
the All-Stars, and Buster Bailey, companion of Satchmo since the
1920's when they both played with Fletcher Henderson and King
Oliver. (LOBO photps by Pawley)

on strong here.
As Tyree Stars

Next came Tyree Glenn, first
on trombone, then on vibes.
Glenn is, if not the warm, personable, and brilliant musician
of the late Jack Teagarden, a
positively capable -performer, an
enthralling mute player, and a
thoroughly enticing comedian.
This audience will certainly remember his grace.
Glenn's finest moments came
in Erroll Garner's "Misty," not
an ea.<;y number to interpret.
Shades of Lionel Hampton or
Red Norvo'? Possibly, but only
in a raw sort of way. Glenn had
more to communicate, and in this
writer's opinion, he expressed
his ideas better than the two
aforementioned vibists.
Napoleon A Surprise
One surprise came with Marty
Napoleon, replacement pianist
for the deceased Billy Kyle. In
this corner, no one can replace
Kyle with the All-Stars. What
Marty Napoleon accomplished
last night, however, came the
closest anyone can expect. His
solos were nothing short of first
class,
Barcelona . and Catlett, the
drummer and bassist respectively
have been with Armstrong for
some time, and they play as old
pros. Both soloed, as did all the
performers, and their individual
spotlight prformances were by
no means letdowns.
Armstrong's Best Vocalist
No. We certainly did not mean
to leave Jewel Brown out of the
picture. Frankly, Jewel was an
unknown to us when first introduced. Why so? She has to be
Armstrong's best female vocalist
since the All-Stars were born
many years ago, and, at that,
she doesn't miss the warmth and
showmanship of Jack Teagard·
en's Vocals too much.
Jewel Brown reminds us of
Sarah Vaughn. Or maybe Nancy
Wilson. Strong Praise or no, she
seem worth of it. This gal is
deserving of an album and we
certainly hope it won't be too
long coming.
Satchmo The Great
, And last but notlef1St cOj);\es
"Pops." I His ell:eddtiotJ is ~till
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bOQ kStore tQday

SKIING
here I

SKIING
.

The new concert hall is really
great, and for what is cost, it
Hhould be. The opening concert
hy the UN:\1 Ort'hestra will feature a new work l,y contemporary
l'Olllposer Sherman Smith railed
"Chamber 1\Iusir to the Tune of
Two and a Half Million Dollars".
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He also notes that the standards
Popejoy received answers from
~
.
of letter grndes and minimum Captain Kenneth S. GoQdrich,, .
c~ypts for Health Service out pa- academic standards "will vary chief, manpower division, Selec- .
tients and training grounds for considerably from one institution tive Service System: and from
VISTA slum workers.
to another."
Russell I. Thackrey, executive diAll of these ideas were well reBackground and Luck
!'ector, National Association of
ceived, but plans have been an"To ignore this evidence is to State Universities and Land·
nounced to disassemble the struc- base deferment on a combination grant Colleges.
ture, ship . it to Stonehenge, of desirable socio-economic backGoodrich Critical
1'S
reconstruct 1t and have archeolo. g1·ound and luck," Popejoy asGoodr•ich answers with the
•
gists from the world over scrutin- serts.
gener·al tone of, "It must be ret
Ge set for the new season with
ize it to determine when it was
He calls the concept of a four cognized that deferments, includthe only magazine that covers the
built ... and why.
year undergraduate program ing student deferments, are
skiing scene like a blanket of
* ,, •:•
more a matter of tradition than granted in the national interest,
powder,
When word reached the student reality, noting that "The facts na- and not for the convenience of the
The new October issue gives you
body last year that '"e
have tionally,
and particularly at this 1·nd1·v1·dual."
. 1o ge1 you
" '"ould
"
.
pre-season exerctses
,a banking facility on campus, umversity, show that nearly oneIn attacking the use of a lotin .shape,,. no holds barred test
·reports of skis ... value reports on
everyone was enthused. The half of the successful graduates tery, Goodrich writes, ''Is is, morbranch was installed to alleviate require five or more years to sue- ever, in the best tradition of our
boots ... skiing news from New
the problems in the Union Busi- ceed in obtaining a degree in a system of government that each
Hampshire and Taos ... survival
ness- .Offi.ee Which· restricted stu-' . published four year program.
man's case be decided on its owh
tips ... fashion news ... a roundup
dents to. $10 checks, no out-of"Averages are meaningless and merits, rather than left to •.
·f~tsn~or~~i area happenings and
town checks and oodles of identi- particularly dangerous when they chance.''
are used to formulate regulations
Thackrey .answers With what
All in the October issue of
fication.
The new banking office has of- that will affect so greatly the in- amounts to a defense of the prefared the 'stuaerits a host of new dividuals on whom they impact," sent system. He notes that the
services including $10 checks no he writes.
Selective Service Act was intendo~&t-of4own checks and even ~ore
Pppejoy suggests two alterna- ed not to give individuals an .... JUST 60¢ AND ASK ABOUT THE SPECIAL
identifica:iion GoQd h 0 w
• · tives tQ: the present .system. One ·. equal. <:hance of being· drafted· ··It. ~- · HALF·PRIC£STUO£NT SUBSCRIPTION
• is t1te:use of.''the lottery;' pure·-.
,
.:; . ·,;.· .<, .~. • ·
· · .. te d h · •
.. . · ' · '.~ ·· 1111TE-AVAILABlE ONLY THROUGH
·
. · · . ·.:· · · ·· : --: · ·. ·. · · . ·chattce.l'
· • . ·
was, IJI_S a ' e :nntes, · based 0 !1 : •"/ • .. THE'COLLEGE BOOKSTORE'
Partons m the Umon . Snack
His. other alternative is that the• theory that at any stage of · . ·
· ·
,
·
Bar Tuesday were treated to a Selective Service should, . "dele- mobilization we ought to call
/:::k..
late af_ter?oon concert by a very gate to the colleges and univer- into the armed services those who
!:';:~
fin~ SI~gm.g group from · Fisk sities the powel' to certify given can best be spared from civilian
~=:.Umversity m Nashville. But don't students as making "normal pro- life at that particular time."
SKI TESTS: Head • Fischer •Yamaha
be foole.d '· • . the whole thing gress," based upon the individual
Thackrey Rejects
FIS World Championships al Portillo
was designed to keep. you~ mind student's performance and with"This puts us up against the·
Ski with us: Taos • New Hampshire· MOJoc:CO
off the fact that. there_ sbll are in the published rules and regula~ . hard choice· of "cQmpromising the
no coffee re~lls bei!Ig offered.
like are just as expendable as basic principles ·of· .opportunity. ·
The .Jubilee Smgers, as the our filling station operators," and risk inherent in our.·tradigroup .Is nam~d, concluded their Thackrey writes.
tion" (Thackrey . quoting Popefest With a tr1bute to the Union
Thackrey rejects both of Pope- joy), or, by adhering to them,
Sna<:k Bar Management by a joy's solutions to the problem, adopt the lottery system of pure
rousmg chorus of "When the
·
chance, which is a way of saying
Taint Comes Marching In.''
that in our advanced and highly
The ovations from the audience
I OSOp y
U
technical society our future docwas the only noise level able to
"Pigeon-Hole Philosophy" will tors, physicists, linguists, and the·
be
the topic of John Lucas, in a sayt'ng, "Leadershi'p m
· reeva1uat drown out the cash registers and
talk to be given to the Philosophy ing policy should come from those
malt machines which rudely pre- Club Sunday. The meeting will be most qualified to judge the counsisted during the entire concert. ·in the Union, room 250-C, at 7:30 try's relative requirements in
>:<
* "'
p.m.
terms of national security.''
There's a rumor going around
the School of Law that Chief
Justice Earl Warren is getting
ready for more legislation concerning church and state, etc.
Sometime next year, all entomology books must refer to a certain
insect as a "meditating mantis".

of you and
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Divisions: Aeronulronic • Applf011ce • Communications & t:lactronlos,
Consumer Electronics • ln/etnflf/on,?l • Lrmsda/e • Mloroe/octron/cs •
Snles & Dlstribul/on • rechNcp • W&s/Citn Developmont lnbowtrJr/es
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Cnrccr OP/JOrflllllt/cs avnilnb!e 011 the !:,1st Coast, the Midwest, tile
SouthwMt. the West Go,1s/. and fhrougilout file world.

EXPERIENCED SCOOTER
DRIVER-OR USE OWN CAR

~-

247-4347

.

SATURDAY, Oct. r5th

PHJLCO WILL BE HERE ON OCTOBER 14

MUST BE ABLE TO WORK
NOON TO 2:30 PM

Sus ..

1l

· t: . .
tirm~rt:~.~.~n ~StcohUYSO. rdown

10:00 AM TO 4:00 PM

If you'd like to join us in a fast-paced, rewarding
career position, we'd like to talk to you. We will be
visiting your campus on October 14. Contact your
Placement Office. Stop by and talk to us about your
future or write to College Relations, Philco Corporation, C and Tioga Streets, Philadelphia, Pa. 19134.

MONDAY- WEDNESDAY- THURSDAY- FRIDAY

Cummerbund,

c"'''' •
+
~..~.JtllQR~

Some other facts about Philco: We are a major sub·
sidiary of Ford Motor Company. We are a company
fast approaching 81 billion in annual sales, to consumer, industrial and government markets. We offer
stimulation, responsibility, and above all, a bright
future.

WANTED!

$6.50
$10.00

P""""", Hu~>dkerchid, Sludo. Cuff.
!ink::;, TIC (ind Boutfonnicrc,

Philco is committed to advancing the state of almost
every technical art-from engineering to manufactur·
ing, from anti-weapons systems to underwater com·
munications, from space age instrumentation to
home air conditioning. Because we are accustomed
to working in advance of everyone else, we don't
always know exactly where our course may take us
-except that it is forward. And we need bright,
creative, ambitious people to help take us there.

HELP

Shirt1

<"~"""'"ro~~.,

Ph"J
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FREE
REFRESH-
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AUTHORIZED SUZUKI
SALES AND SERVICE
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EDITOR JEFF DENNARD

Lobo's Center
Is Unsung Hero
school team at New Mexico Military Institute where he played
under coach Marshall Brown. In
his senior year Seis helped to
build the team's 10-0 record. That
year the Colts were the highest
scoring team in the state. While
at the Institute Wally also earned
letters in swimming and track.
Does Centering
Before platoon football took
over in the college ranks Wally
spent some time at the Iinebacking position in addition to offensive center. He is the man who
does the centering on all punts
and extra point tries.
Wally is a history major and a
lifelong resident of Albuquerque.
Big number 54 has been playing
football since his grade school
days and he just keeps improving,
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ties, such as late piling, taking
15 yards worth of swing at an opponent's hard plastic helmit or
face mask, and other unsportsmanlike conduct certainly invoke
the disapproval of coaches-but
once in a while a steamed-up
coach strays onto tlle field and
increases the "crime rate."
Brigham· Young University
filled its new stadium Saturday
with 29,335 fans, who saw the
Cougars romp over Utah State
27-7. The Cougars are almost sure
to set a new season attendance
record for home games this year.
Jim Greth, Arizona's sensational pass receiver, has an excellent whack at the WAC record
for the most catches in one season. In four games he has plucked
32 aerials and needs 15 more to
surpass the present record of 4G,
set last year by Brigham Young's
Phill Odie.
Cowboys Most Completions
The Wyoming Cowboys have
the best pass completion avoidance among WAC teams. Opponents have connected on only 30

Qt., u l.:J. , :.h.
. i "

JEWELER

\\,;;;~~

Wally Seis, starting LOBO center

Torms
Arranged.

by

MCarved·)
(~

Member American Gem Society

2312 C~NTRAL SE
OPPOSITE UNM Concert Hall
Evenings by Appoinlment

THE ABOVE PAINTING by Hal Shelton of Purgatory Ski Area
in Southwester.n Colorado depicts the area where the UNJ\1 Ski
Club will bold a three-day ski trip in January. The club's first
meeting will be held Tuesday, Oct. 18, in Anthropology 101 at
7:30 p.m. Linda JUeyers, two-time Olympic skier, will be the
speaker.

Emilio Vallez, WAC Lineman of the Week

Spokesman for the Citizens
Acting for Peace, Gene Sager,
said that Empsak has recently
met and talked with l'cpresentatives of the National Liberation
Front at the Vietnamese Embassy
in Budapest. At that time, according to Sager, Empsak also talked
with a Baptist minister who represented the Chinese Peace Committee.
Realizes Alternatives
"Ideology is typecasting Americans," Sager said. "This isn't
freedom. Freedom is the ability to

Last Chance

LOBO
Football Contest

WIN TICn:ETS TO DON PANCHO'S
ART THEATER
New Mexico
Utah

One of Finest Games

Vallez, Lobos' Record Setting End
Voted WAC 'Lineman of the Week,

' I

Record setter Emilio Vallez
was chosen Lineman-of-the-week
in the Western Athletic Conference for his play in the Lobo's
game against the Arizona Wildcats.
Vallez played one of the best
games ever turned in by a Lobo
end. All Vallez did was to set a
school record for pass reception
yardage nnd new conferetJCe rec•
ord for the longest single pass
reception. In addition to the records, Vallez' blocking and down

field coverage on punts was outstanding.
The records which Vallez broke
were the school record of 104
yards gained in a single game.
The old record was set in 1951 by
Chuck Hill. In the game against
the Wildcats Emilio eaught six
passes for 145 yards. One of the
passes went for 89 yards and a
touchdown, breaking the old' conference record for a single reception of 68 yard~.

N.M. St.
Colorado St.
Total points New Mexico vs.

CLASSl:E'lEO ADVER'riSING RATES:
4 line ad., 65c--4 timCB, $2.00: Ino~rtlon•
must b<! submitted bY noon on day berorc
publication to Room 159, Student Publications Building. Phone 277·4002 or 277·4102.
SERVICES
TYPEWRITER saiC8 & rc)lnir. Snceful
rates to UNM •!udents oli all machines.
Fr<e pickup & delhtert. E & FJ Typewriter Service, 2217 Coni SFJ, phone 243-

•
.I.S

only. 10/13, 14, 17, 19.

.
TV'•· lltl<!d, guardnU,cd=-.-:s=-c-ve-r-nl~n-:-t-:$:-::2:::-0
oacb. Also low-cost repair eervice. Call
255-9383, 298·2616 or 251i-4024. 10/13,

HFJLl' WANTED
MOOFJL1NG-FIIllhlon, Photo, Art. };x.
pcriencc not eseent.lal. I'art.-Ume. Calf
256-7811, 255-4024, or 268-9746 evcrtin~•·
10/13, 14, 17, 19.

St.-~

Wyoming----~

1. Contest Is open to UNM •tndcnl• only.

FOR SALE
SKI lloot••--!o~ Mal<r, S.M. ltolinn booiB
8ize 6. llarely used-j>(OO<I prioe. Call 2~3-6113, .&k !or Ann McMullen. 10/12, 13,
11, 17.
LAMBRETTA sc.;.,t..r, 1961, good condi·
tion, $110.00. Call 2~2-9791, eveninltll

14, 17, _19.

Wyoming
Washington
Arizona St.
Wichita
Utah St.

Contest rules

0588.

Wide-Wale Corduroy Sport Coats

••••••

OUR SIXh-SEVENTH YEAR OF EDITORIAL FREEDOM

By JOANN BAILEY
A sometimes heated discussion
at last night's Student Publications Board meeting saw a decision to have the UNM Photo Service take student photos for this
year's MIRAGE.
The decision went against purchasing a Foh·on camera to take
class pictures. Board opinion indicated that it did not feel the
quality of photos presented to it
by the Fotron representative were
suitable for the yearbook.
Dissent Voiced
One dissenting opinion was

Nationa.l Liberation Front
Chairman of the National Coordinating Committee to End the
War in VietNam, Frank Emspak,
will speak on the National Libera·
tion Front next Tuesday on the
UNM campus.
Speaks on NFL
Empsak will deliver his address
entitled "What is the National
J,iberation Front?'' in the Kiva
at 8 p.m. Tuesday.
His appearance will be sponsored jointly by Students for a
Democratic Society and Citizens
Acting for Peace.

WANT ADS

t

•

SDS Speaker To Discuss

BYU
'

c

No. 17

Photo Service Gets Bid
For MIRAGE Pictures

YOUR

goals in one game, including two
for 5.4 yards each. The 196-pound
junior also leads punters with a
41.3 average. In scoring, DePoyster is only one point ahead of
versatile New Mexico halfback
Sherman Seiders, from Austin,
Texas.
Ken Wagner, New Mexico defensive halfback from Silver City,
New Mexico, leads in kickoff returns, with 131 yards; and Vic
Washington, Wyoming safety
from Plainfield, New Jersey, tops
punt returners with 58 yards.

The UNM Ski Club has grown
in size to su<>h a point that this
year the records of the club wi!l

be handled by IBM computers.
Memberships to the club are $4
per year and will be sold at the
first three meetings.
Meetings for the ski club are
scheduled for every first and
third Tuesdays of each month in
Anthropology 101.
A door prize will be given away
at the first meeting and committees are to be appointed along
with the election of a vice-president and secretary at tl111t meeting.

Friday, October 14, 1966

PERSONAL
SERVICE

per cent of their throws, thanks
to the alertness, speed, and quickness of Dick Speights, Paul Toscano, and Vic :Washington. These
spoilers are wholesale dealers in
deflections and have stolen seven
enemy aerials in four games.
Mark Reed, Arizona Quarterback, turned in a 280 yard splurge
against New Mexico Saturday to
take a strong lead in total offense
in the Western Athletic Conference.
The 187-pound junior from Reseda, Californill', had 5 rushing
yards and 275 passing yards at
the expense of the Lobos, bringing his four-game accumulation
to 711. lUck I<;gloff, Wyoming
quarterback is second with 607.
Heed Best Passer
Heed also leads the league in
pas:>ing with li2 completions in
110 attempts, for 737 yards, including 8 touchdown throws. Arizona State's John Goodman did
not play Saturday, but is still
second with 574 passing yerds.
John Ogden, Brigham Young's
senior fullback from Tarzana,
California, maintained his lead in
rushing with 283 yards in three
games, in a quest for his third
consecutive league rushing crown.
Jim Greth, Arizona halfback,
who has led the nation in pas's
receptions for the last two weeks,
added 8 more grabs Saturday,
bringing his four-game total to
:~2. The 6-1, 195-pound receiver
from La Habra, California, is
among the league's top scorers,
with 24 points.
Kicker Leads Scoring
Jerry DePoyster, sensational
Wyoming kicker from Bellevue,
Nebraska, leads in scoring with
26 points, earned on six field

A three-day ski trip to Purgatory is slated for January and the
annual UNM Ski Carnival will be
held in Febt·uary. The last major
event of the year, the annual
Racer Weekend, will be held in
March.
Interspersed among the monthly
events, the club has scheduled
numerous after ski parties.
$4 Fee

N:Jt~;.f MEXI co._____:::..,_.__LoBo·

Patronize
Lobo Advertisers

an
Arizona Seeks· Passing Record tktbute

Mark Reed, Arizona quarterback, has completed 56.4 per cent
of the 110 passes thrown an is
shooting for the WAC season
record of 56.6 per cent, set in
1962 by John Jacobs, of Arizona
State. Reed has had a lot of help
fr....m receivers Jim Greth, 32 receptions; Fritz Greenlee 14, Tim
DeWan 10, Brad Hubbert '1, Paul
Wargo 7, Rick Johnson 3, nnd
Ron Higuera 2. Almost everyone
except the interior linemen has
been a target. Even the trainer
has caught one of Reed's tosses
-a sideline overthrow near the
Wildcat bench.
Utah and Arizona State nre
the least penalized teams in the
Western Athletic Conference. The
Redskins have been set back an
average of 43 yards per game;
the Sun Devils 50 yards. The
othet•s, in order: Wyoming 64.5,
Brig-ham Yuung li5.:1, Arizona
lili.5, anti New ~Iexico 73.2.
Occasional Penalties
Bud Wilkinson once remarked,
"If we aren't drawing some penalties, we aren't hustling.
Occasional unncces~4ary penal-

Two-time Olympic champion
Linda Meyers, area manager and
ski school director .of Purgatory
Ski A1•ea, will be featured at the
fi1•st meeting of UNM Ski Club
Tuesday, Oct. 18 at 7:30 p.m. in
Anthropology 101. All old memhers and newcomers to UNM ai·e
urged to attend.
Ski Club will have a monthly
event this coming year with a
Bongo board contest scheduled
for November and the Miss
Stretch Pants Contest in Decem·
her. ·

Intramurals a1·e progressing
rapidly, with Sigma Chi in top
place in the Greek League, and
Pi Kappa Alpha and SAE competing for second place.
In the Independent League the
Sun Devils are running first, and
Air Force ROTC and the Navy
ROTC team are in second place.
Tewa House is the top dorm
team, followed by Acoma in second · place. Ed Lloyd, assistant
recreation director, said that
Sigma Chi, the Sun Devils, and
Tewa House, along with the
Pikes, should put on quite a show
in the play otfs.

Meet the Lobos

One of the unsung heroes of
the UNM Lobos is the man who
plays the toughest position on the
field. He is the starting center of
.. the '66 edition of the Wolfpack,
: Wally Seis.
Wally is a 6-1, 215 pounder who
has been at the starting slot over
the ball in all games he has
played since his junior year. Last
year in the Lobo's fifth game
against the Sun Devils of Arizona
State Seis suffered that worst of
all football injuries, torn knee
ligaments, and was out of action
for the rest of the season. Following surgery and a strength building program Seis is back at full
power this season at his anchor
position.
Captain at NMMI
Scis was captain of his high

Ski-ersT o Be Busy

Top Flag Teoms
SX, Devils, Tewa

2. Onl1 ONE cntrt \viii be neceptcd from each contestant and Every game
must be plcl<cd.
a. Contestant. must pic!< total point. oo UNM gntrte and In case of a tl<!
tho contestant coming closcot will be declared tho winner,
4. Entries must be received 11t the Lobo office by 6 p.m. Friday.
5. llo member o£ Stu,tent Publications is eligible for prizes.
G. Winner will receive tour tickets for t\,c football season to Oon l'ntiCho's
Th•nt~r.

7. Entries wlllbc judged bY the Lobo sJ>oris stall'•
8. In caBC ot ties n.. prizes wm be divided lllllong tbc mnnem.

NAME
ADDRESS
PHONE

realize alternatives to a situation."
Sager said many students are
falling prey to typecasting ideology. He challenged them'to consider what Empsak had to say.
Sager is sending out a form
letter to all Albuquerque churches
offering help in holding discussions of the Viet Nam War and
inviting them to the Empsak talk.
Sager, a UNJ\1 graduate student
in philosophy, was a former
Methodist missionary to Japan.
"I have come to feel the great responsibility of all religious groups
to work for peace," he said.
Empsak is a field secretary for
the Nov. 8 mobilization to bring
the issue of the war to the people
and to encourage elcetion of
"peace" candidates.
Last March Empsak and a representative of the Women's
Strike for Peace met with the
NFL delegation head to Budapest,
Dinh Ba Thi, and Tran Van
Khanh, who is an ambassadorial
attache of North Viet Nam.
Empsak is currently on a speaking tour of the Southwest.

voiced by student member Bruce
Gray.
A budget of $39,500 expenses
and $40,495 expenses was approved by the Board.
I''ollowing the appl'Oval of the
MIRAGE budget, Bob Burton appeared before the Board to ask
its backing for a humor magazine
at the University.
.
"What's Funny"
"In looking at this university,
what's funny about it?" quipped
Board member Dr. Lester Libo.
To which Burton smiled back that
the parking problem, the LOBO,
Student Publications Board, and
Student Senate all had their
humorous aspects. This met with
a round of laughter from Board
nielllhc.:.&-s.
A suggestion

was made to combine the humor magazine proposal with an earlier one made
by LOBO editor Jim Jansson for
production of a monthly supple·
mont to the LOBO.
Plus Serious 1\lattcr
Burton felt this might be possible anti told the Boat•d that he
wished to incorporate serious matter into the projected magazine,
as well as humorous copy.
By way of example Burton said
he was sure that if Young Americans for Freedom (YAF) submitted an article calling for all
support of the Viet Nam war,
while seriously treated by that
organization, it might prove
humorous to certain segments of
the campus. Taking the opposite
end of the spectrum, he suggested
the same would be true should
Students for a Democratic Society (SDS) act in like manner.
After considerable discussion

the Bourd moved to authorize
Burton to explore (with the encouragement of Student Publi<'ations Board) the possiliility of obtaining Student Senabl financial
bacldng for such a magazine to
become part of UNM Student
Publications.

Film for Weekend
Changed by Union
The distributor's withdrawal of
this weekend's movie, "Spartacus," has forced the Union film
committee to substitute in its
place "Murder, She Said," starring

Margaret

Rutltat:':fOlYl

11nd

Arthur Kennedy.

''
The film is based on a novel by
Agatha Christie. Spinster and
amateur sleuth Margaret Rutherford takes a job as maid on the
estate of invalid James Robertson
Justice in order to solve a murder
she witnessed on a train.
Two more murders are committed before she unmasks the
killer.
The "New York Herald Tribune" has said of this movie,
"Addicts of Agatha Christie's
Miss Jane Marple stories are offered a rare treat, for the redoubtable maiden aunt . • • is
here played in great style by Miss
Rutherford, and hers may well
stand as the definitive screen interpretation of the character." "-'
The film will be shown tomorrow and Sunday at 2 p.m. and 8
p.m. each day.

LOBO Retraction-See Page 4

Frat·ernity Council
Announces Pledging

Some 359 students have pledged
UNM fraternities this fall, announced William Parson, chairman of the Interfraternity Coun·
cil.
Phi Delta Theta led all fraternities with 33 pledges. It was followed by Sigma Chi with 32.
Other fraternities pledging students included Kappa Alpha with
23, Sigma Alpha Epsilon with 21,
Pi Kappa Alpha with 22, Phi
Gamma Delta with 12, Phi Sigma
Kappa with five, Sigma Phi Epsilon with seven, Lambda Chi Alpha with three, and Delta Sigma
Phi with one.

THE LOBO GOOFED and identified a UNM senior, Anthony
Rey, as an "unidentified leftist?' The LOBO regrets any discomfort caused Rey by having his politieal affiliatipns chosen for
him by the paper. (For a related item, see editorial page).

'

'

